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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims m\l replace all piior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Claims 1-25 (Canceled)

Claim 26. (Ciirrently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical objects, similar

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to the bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the current bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

cuixent bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid enlry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals, and

means for determining, separately for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in a current round;

means assigning the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidder in

the current ^ .^.^ninp r-reating an obhVation forthe determined qnantity yvjth respect

to the detepnined bidder ;

each bid entty terminal comprismg:

means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, the bid indicating a quantity

of objects to be transacted,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from tlie bidding information

processor;

wherein the determining means comprises:
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a) a first summing means for summing quantities of objects to be transacted

by all bidders at tte current price;

b) a first comparing means, coupled to tbe first summing means, for

comparing the summed quantity- quantities of objects to be transacted at the current price with

*e a current quantity of available objects;

c) a first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

objects to a bidder based on the hids of the other bidders and decreasing the current quantity of

objects available, ifthe summed quairtity quantities of objects to be transacted at the current

price is greater than the current quantity of available objects; and

d) a second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

to each bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's respective bid. if the summed

quflntit)- quantities of objects to be transacted at the current price is not greater than the current

quantity of available objects.

Claim 27. (Previously presented) The system of claim 26, wherein the first assigning

means comprises:

a) means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

b) a second summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing

the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered;

c) a second comparing means, coupled to the second summing means, for

comparing the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other liian the bidder being considered

with the current quantity of available objects; and

d) a third assigning means, coupled to the comparmg means, for assigning

objects in excess ofthose to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered

to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects from the current quantity of

available objects, if the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered is less than the current quantity of available objects.
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Claim 28. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assigtxment of identical objects ^^imilay

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to the bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the current bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid entry teixninals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in a current round,

means for assigning the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidderm

the current roimd, .^aid a.-;signing creating an obligation for the determined qiTantjty with respect

to the determined bidder^and

means for generating updated bidding infonnation and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remam unassigned;

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving bids from a participating bidder, at least one of said bids

includiiig a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of objects to be transacted,

means for limiting each hid hv a bidder based on a Dreceding bid by the bidder,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

processor[;]

vyhoroin each-bid cntorcd by a bidder is limited-brfee^immcdiately p^eeeding

hkl entered by that bidder .
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Claim 29. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical objects^similaj;

obiects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to the bid entry tenninals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the ciuient bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for leceivmg bids from bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in a current round,

means for assigning the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidder m

the current round, said a5;siming crf^arinr an obhgation for the determined quantity with respect

to the determined bidder, and

means for generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remain unassigned;

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving bids from a participating bidder, at least one of said bids

mcluding a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of objects to be transacted,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

processor[;]

^vhucin the updated Liddmg informntiun iucludcn nil birL luocivcd at thr bi tiding

iiiformation prootJJor at tho ourrgut price and a bi d uuU > Lumiinal c omrri^o^ mpinn for

displaying all auch bids .
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Claim 30. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical objects
,
similar

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality ofbid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to tlie bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the current bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information frvm the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids fi:om bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for each of a plurality ofbidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in a current round.

means for assigning the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidder in

the current r^^i^H ^^\A a^sipninp creating an obligation for the determined quantity with respect

to the determined bidder, and

means for generating updated bidding information, said means including means

for receiving m updated current ynce. snecified bv an auctioneer^and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remam unassigned;

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving bids from a participating bidder, at least one of said bids

including a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of objects to be transacted,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information fi-om the bidding information

processor;

wherein the means for generating updated bidding information comprises means

for receiving an updated current price specified by an auctioneer.

Claims 31-42 (Canceled)
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Claim 43. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, tlie auction allowing assignment of identical objects^^jimilar

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising;

a plurality of bid entry terminals, tke bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals and comprising;

means for generating current bidding information including at least the a current

price associated with at least one object,

means, coiipled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding infomiation from the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals, and

means for determining, separately for a plurality of bidders, a quantity of objects,

if any, to be assigned in a current round;

means for assigning the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidder at

a price for the rnnnd^aid assigning creating an obligation for the determined quantity with

respect to the determined bidder:

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, the bid indicating at least an

object, or a quantity of objects to be transacted, and an associated price,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

tlie bid to the bidding infonnation processor, and

means tor receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

processor;

wherein the determining means comprises;

a) first summing means for summing^ quantities of obj ects to be

transacted by all bidders at the current price;

b) first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for comparing

the summed quantities of objects to be transacted in the current round with a current quantity of

available objects;
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c) first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

objects to a bidder based on the bids of other bidders and decreasing the current quantity of

objects available, if tlie summed quantities of objects to be transacted in the current round is

greater than the current quantity of available objects; and

d) second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning to

each bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's respective bid, if the summed

quantities of objects to be transacted in the current round is not greater than the current quantity

of available objects.

Claim 44. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, tiie auction allowing assignment of identical objects îmilar

obiects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising: a plurality of bid entry

terminals, the bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information including at least the current

price associated with at least one object^

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for a plurality of bidders, a quantity of objects,

if any^ to be assigned in a current round,

means for assigniiig the determined quantity of objects to the determined bidder at

the price for the round, said assigning indicating a. winning bidder, and

means for generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one mote

round of bidding if any objects remain unassigned;

each bid entiy terminal comprising:

means for receiving a bid firom a participating bidder, the bid indicating at least an

object, or a quantity of objects to be transacted, and an associated price,

8
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means for limiting the nmnber of objects on which a bidder may bid to be no

larger than a number of objects on which the bidder was allowed to bid in a preceding round,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding infoiTnation

processor[;]

wherein a number of objocts on which a bidder i a allowed to bid muiit not be

largor than a number of objecta on which tho bidder wan allowod to bid in on-immediately

preceding roufld.

Claizn 45. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical objects . similar

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals, the bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding infonnation including at least a current price

associated witli at least one object^

means, coupled to tlie generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding infonnation processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for a plurality of bidders, a quantity of objects,

if any, to be assigned in a current round,

means for assigning the determined quantit>' of objects to tlie determined bidder at

the price for the round, said assigning creating an obligation for the determined quantity with

respect to the determined bidder, and

means for generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remain unassigned;

each bid entry terminal comprising:
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means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, the bid indicating at least an

object, or a qimntity of objects to be transacted[j] and aanassoGi-ated price a price associated with

tlie quantity of objects ,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving cunent bidding information from the bidding information

processor [;]

wherein a bid comprises an indication of a quantit)^ of objects and a price

a5S0ciated with the-q^afi^i^-of objects .

Claim 46. (Currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical objects, similar

objects or close substitutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals, the bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information including at least the a current

price associated with at least one object,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals,

means for determining, separately for a plurality of bidders, a quantity of objects,

if any, to be assigned in a current round,

means for assigning the determined quantity of objects to the detemiined bidder at

the price for the round, said assigning indicatin g a winning bidder, and

means for generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remain unassigned;

each bid entry terminal comprising:
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means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, thc-bid indicating- iitf
-lcaat an

obj ect, or ' a quantity of objootg to be transactod, and on ossociatod price a plurality of bids

comprising a list of specific obiects and a price associated with each object in the list,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

procBSSor[;]

whorein a bid comfrises a lict of opocific objoctn and a price agsooiated >vttli saeh

object in tlio liat .

Claim 47. (Currently amended) In a system including a plurality ofbid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical
,

objects, -similar obiects or close substitutes at different prices, the method comprising the steps

ei:

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality of bid entry termmals, the current bidding

information including at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids from participating bidders at the bid entry terminals, each of

said bids representing at least a quantity ofthe objects a bidder wishes to transact and at least one

of said bids including a quantity parameter indicatmg a quantity of the objects the bidder wishes

to transact;

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from each bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

d) determining separately, for each of a pluraUty of bidders, a quantity of the

objects, if any, to be assigned in the current round, and in the event of such a determined

quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder^sfiid a.^si pnin^ creating an

obligation for the determined quantity with respect to the determined bidder ;
and

e) generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if any objects remain unassigned.
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Claim 48. (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 47 wherein the

assignment in step d) occurs at a price related to the round in which the assignment occui'S.

Claim 49. (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 47 wherein the

determining in step d) occurs at the price of the round in which the assignment occurs.

Claim 50. (Previously presented) A metliod as in claim 47 wherein the determining in

step d) is effected for each bidder who submitted a bid in the round.

Claim 5L (Cuneiitly amended) In a system including a plurality of bid entry teiminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor

being commiuiicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple roimdSj the auction allowing assignment of identical

objects, similar objects or close substitutes at different prices, the method comprising the steps

ef:

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality of bid entry terminals, the current bidding

information including at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids fironi participating bidders at the bid entry terminals^ each

bid representing at least a quantity of objects a bidder wishes to transact;

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from each bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

d) determining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in a current round, and in the event of such a determined quantity,

assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning creating an obligation

for the determined quantity with respect to the determined bidder ; and

e) generatmg updated bidding information md initiating at least one more

round of bidding if any objects remain unassigned;

wherein the determining step comprises the steps of:
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f) summing tlie quantities to be transacted by all bidders to determine a total

quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price;

g) if the total quaiitity of objects to be transacted at the cun*ent price is

greater than a cxirrent quantity of available objects, assigning objects to a bidder ba$ed on tlie

bids of other bidders and decreasing the current quantity of objects available in accordance with

tlie assigning;

h) if the total quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is not

greater than the current quantity of available objects, assigning to each bidder a quantity of

objects corresponding to each bidder's respective bid.

Claim 52. (Previously presented) Tlie method ofclaim 47 wherein the determining step

comprises the steps of:

a) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

b) summing the quatitities to be transacted by all bidders other than the a

bidder being considered;

c) if the sima of quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder

being considered is less than the current quantity of available objects, assigning the objects

within the bid and in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered, to the bidder being considered and subtracting tliose objects from the current

quantity of available objects.

d) repeating steps a-c for each participating bidder.

Claim 53. (Previously presented) The method of claim 47, further including the step of

limiting each bid entered by a bidder by ati immediately preceding bid entered by that bidder.

Claim 54. (Previously presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the updated bidding

infonnation includes all bids received at the bidding information processor at the current price

and further comprising the step of displaying all bids on all bid entry terminals.
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Claim 55. (Previously presented) Tlie method of claim 47, wherein the updated bidding

information includes a sxim of bids received at the bidding information processor and further

comprising the step of displaying the sum.

Claims 56-57 (Canceled)

Claim 58. (Currently amended) In a system including a plurality of bid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding infonnation processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry tenninals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assigmnent of identical

objects, similar objects or close substitutes at different prices, the method comprismg the steps

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality of the bid entry terminals;

b) allowing participating bidders to enter bids at bid entiy terminals^ a bid

indicating at least an object^ or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid fiom a bid entry terminal which

received the bid;

d) determining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder in a current round, and in the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning

creating an obligation for die determined quantity with respect to the determined bidder ;

e) generating updated bidding uiformation at the bidding information

processor; and

f) initiating at least one additional round of bidding if at least one object

remains unassigned;

wherein the determining step comprises tlie steps-of:

g) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

h) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;
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i) if the sum of quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder

being considered is less than the cixrrent quantity of available objects, assigning the objects

within the bid and in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered, to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects Itom the current

quantity of available objects; and

j) repeating eteps g) - i) for each participating bidder.

Claim 59. (Currently amended) In a system including a plurality of bid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical

objects, similar objects or close substitutes at different prices, the method comprising the -steps

ef:

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidduig information processor to a plurality of the bid entry terminals;

b) allowing participating bidders to enter bids at bid entry terminals, a bid

indicating at least an object, or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

c) limiting the number of objects on which a bidder is allowed to bid so as

not to be larger than the number of objects on which the bidder actually bid at a preceding price;

e d) transmitting a signal representing a bid from a bid entry terminal which

received the bid;

4 e) determining separately, for each of a pluraUty of bidders, a quantity of

objectS; if anyj to be assigned to the bidder in the cmxent round, and in the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning

indicating a xvirmin^ bidder :

e f) generating updated bidding information at the bidding infonnation

processor; and

f g) initiating at least one additional round of bidding if at least one object

remains unassigned[;]
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wherein the niimber of obj ects on -\^ch a bidder ia allowed to bid i£; not larger thafl4be

number of objecta on which the bidder-aetually bid in an imgaediately preceding round .

Claim 60, (Currently amended) In a system includmg a plurality of bid entry terminals

operated by bidders^ and a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an autotnated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds^ the auction allowing assignment of identical

objects, similar objects or close substitutes at different prices, tlie method comprising the gteps

ef:

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality of the bid entry terminals;

b) allowing participating bidders to enter bids at bid entry terminals, a bid

indicating at least an objoot, or a quantity of objects^ and on associated prioo and a price

associated with the quantity of objects :

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from a bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

d) determining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any^ to be assigned to the bidder in a ctirrent round, and hi the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning tlie determmed quantity to the detemiined bidder, said assigning

creating an obligation for the detennined quantity with respect to the determined bidden

e) generating updated bidding information at the bidding information

processor; and

f) initiating at least one additional round of bidding if at least one object

remains unassigned[;]

wfee^eiii ' a bid comprises an indication of a quantity of objoets-and a price

associated with the quaiitit>- of objects .

Claim 61- (Currently amended) In a system including a plurality of bid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding infomiation processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminalSj a method for conducting an automated
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auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of identical

objects, similar objects or close suhs;titiitfs at different prices, the method comprising tho stops

ef:

a) transmitting a signal representing cun-ent bidding information from tlie

bidding ixiformation processor to a plurality of the bid entry terminals;

b) allowing participating bidders to enter bids at bid entry terminals, a bid

indicatesifig at least aii objoct, or a quantit^r of objoctp, and an aaoQciatcd price a list of specific

objects and a price associated with each object in the list :

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from a bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

d) determining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder in a current round, and in the event of such a

detemiined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder , said assigning

indicatincLa winning bidden

e) generating updated bidding infonnation at the bidding information

processor; and

f) initiating at least one additional round ofbidding if at least one object

remains unassignedj

whcroiii a bid comprisoo a liat of spooific obj notc and a prico agjociutod mOi

each object in the Hot

Claims 62- 112 (Canceled)

Claim 113. (Cunently amended) A computer implomontod method for conducting an

auction ofa plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the items at a plurality

oftimes and allowing assignment oftbe identical items, similar items or close substimte.^ at

different prices, the method comprising:

a) transmitting a signal representing current information regardmg bidding;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, a bid indicating at least

a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;
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c) detennining
,
for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of the items, if

any, to be assigned at a current time, and in the event of such a determined quantity, assigning

the detemiined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning creatinp nn nKH^^.t,'.., f..

determined quantity ^Hth respect to the determined hiHHpr-

d) generating updated infonnatipn regarding the bidding process; and

e) initiating at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids if

any items remain unassigned;

wherein tlie determining comprises the otopa of:

f) summing quantities to be tratisacted by aJl bidders at tlie current time to

detenninc a total quantity of items to be transacted at the current time; and

g) if the total quantity of items to be transacted at tlie current time is greater

than the a current quaiatity of available items, assigning items to a bidder based oti tlie bids of

other bidders and decreasing the current quantity ofitems available in accordance with the

assigning;

h) ifthe total quantity of items to be traiisacted at the current time is not

greater than the current quantity of available items, assigning to each bidder a quantity of items

corresponding to each bidder's respective bid.

Claim 1 14. (Currently amended) A computor implcmoutcd method for conducting an

auction ofa plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on tlie items at a plurality

of times and allowmg assignment ofthe identical items, similar items or close suhstifiit^. at

different prices, tlie method comprising;

a) transmitting a signal representing current information regarding bidding;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, a bid indicating at least

a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determining, for each of a pliu-ality of bidders, a quantity of the items, if

any, to be assigned at a current time, and in the event of such a determined quantity, assigning

the determined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning creating an obligation for the

detei-mlned quantity with respect tn the determined hiddftr :

d) generating updated information regarding tiie bidding process; and
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e) initiating at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids if
any items remain unassigned;

wherein the determining comprises the stops of:

f) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

g) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the
bidder being considered;

h) calculating a quantity ofitems to be assigned to the bidder being
considered, equaling the quantity of available items minus the smn of quantities to be transacted
by all bidders other than the bidder being considered, if the sum of quantities to be transacted by
all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less than the quantity of available items, and
equaling zero otherwise;

i) assigning the quantity of items calculated in step c), within tlie bid of the
bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder
being considered; and

j) repeating st^ f) ^ i) for each bidder.

Claim 1 1 5. (Currently amended) A eemputor implomcirted method for conducting an
auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the identical items,

similar items or close snh^itutp. at a plurality oftimes and allowing assigmnent of the items at

different prices, the method comprising:

a) transmitting a signal representing current information regarding bidding,

wherein said current information includes an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, a bid indicating at least

a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determining, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of the items, if

any. to be assigned at a current time, and in the event of such a determined quantity, assigning

the determined quantity to the determined bidder, said assigning cr^.ttnp .n obligation fo" the

determined ciuantitv with respect tn the determined hirlrlpr-

d) generating updated information regarding the bidding process; and
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e) initiating at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids if
any items remain unassigned;

wherein the detennining comprises the Qtop^of:

f) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

g) summing the quantities to be transacted at the current price by all bidders
other than the bidder being considered;

h) calculating a qviantity of items to be assigned to the bidder being
considered, equaling the quantity of available items minus the sum of quantities to be transacted
at the current price by all bidders other than the bidder being considered, if the sum of quai.tities
to be transacted at the current price by all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less
than the quantity of available items, and equaling zero otherwise;

i) assignmg the quantity of items calculated in step c), within the bid of the
bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder
being considered at the current price; and

j) repeating steps f)-i) for each bidder.

Claims 116-125 (Canceled)

Claim 126. (Previously presented) The method ofclaim 127 wherein the assigning of
objects or a quantity of objects occurs at the associated price.

Claim 127. (Currently amended) A rnmputor implcmoiilud method for conducting an
auction of a plurality of objects, the auction allowing submission of bids on the objects at a
plurality oftimes and allowing assigmnent ofidentical objects, similar obiect. or ..M..

substitutes at different prices, the method comprising:

a) transmitting a signal representing current information regarding bidding;

b) receiving bids subtnitted by a plurality of bidders, each bid indicating at

least an object or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

c) determining, for each of a plurality of bidders, objects or a quantity of
objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder at a current time, and in the event of such determined
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objects or quantity of objects, assigning the determined objects or quantity of objects to tl.e
determmed bidder, said as.sipnina ,-.H^...-^^

,
,

d) generating updated information regarding the bidding process; and
e) «^tiating at least one additional opportunity for the submission ofbids if at

least one object remains unassigned;

wherein the determining comprises the steps of:

f) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

g) summing the quantities to be fansacted by all bidders other than the
bidder being considered;

t) calculating a quantity of objects to be assigned to the bidder being
considered, equaling the quantity of available objects minus the sum of quantities to be
transacted by all bidders otl.er than the bidder being considered, ifthe sum of quantities to be
transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less than the quantity of
available objects, and equaling zero otherwise;

i) assigning the quantity of objects calculated in step c), within the bid ofthe
bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder
being considered; and

j) repeating steps f) - i) for each bidder.

Claim 128. (Previously presented) Tlie method of claim 127 wherein the current
information regarding the bidding process includes a minimum price that may be submitted in a
bid.

Claim 129. (Previously presented) The method of claim 127 wherein the cun ent
mfomiation regarding the bidding process includes a maximum price that may be submitted in a

Claim 130. (Previously presented) The metlaod of claim 127 whereii. a number of objects
on which a bidder is allowed to bid is not greater than a number of objects on wWch the bidder
bid in an immediately preceding round.
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Claina 13 1

.

(Previously presented) The method of claim 127 wherein a bid comprises a
list of specific objects and a pnce associated with each object in the list.

Claim 132. (Previouslypresented) The method of cla^m 127 wherem a b.d comprises an
mication ofa quantity of objects and a price associated with the quantity of objects.

Claim 133
.

(Previously presented) The method of claim 1 27 whe^in a bid indicates the
quantity of objects that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claims 134-138 (Canceled)

Claim 1 39. (Currently amended) A system comprising at least one computer for
implementing an auction of a pluralitj^ of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the
Items at a plurality oftunes and allowing assignment of ti^ identical items similar items or close
suMtutes at different prices, the system comprising:

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing cuirent
infotmation regarding bidding to a plurality of bidders;

b) receiving means for receiving bids sxibmitted by a plitrality of bidders a
bid indicatmg at least a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determinmg means for determining, for each ofa plurality of bidders, a
quantity of the items, if any, to be assigned at a current time, and in the event ofsuch a
determined quantity, assigi^g the determined quantity to the determined bidder^saidassi^
creatm. an obligation for the determined qtnrtity vith respect to the, d.t.r^^n.H k^aa...

d) generatmg means for genetatmg updated mfonnation regarding the
bidding process; and

e) initiatmg means for mitiating at least one additional opportunity for
bidders to submit bids if any items remain unassigned;

wherem the detennming means comprises:
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0 ^^^^i^gnaeans for summing quantities to be transacted by all bidders at
the current time-

g) =™P™« means, coupW to the smming means, for Campari™,he-™=d of i,e.s ,„ be ^a«ed a, a e„™„. ,r.,e wi4 fte current ,„a„«, „favailable

h) fi^aasijning means, co^ikd to aeeomparing means, for assigning
.0 a bidder based on bids ofofcr bidders and decreasing d,e cn„en, of items

liable .n accordance »i,h fte assi^ring, if*e summed quantity of items to be h^acted a,
fte current time is greater than the cu™,t quan% of available items; and

, .v.. " '''"""''^''^™S"'=^-'=''"Pl=<',othecomparingm=ans.forasrigmagto
each btdder a quantity of items conesponding to each bidder's respective bid. if the summed
,t»fy ofitems to b. transacted at the current «me is not greater than the eu^em quantity of
available items.

Claim 140. (Cuzrently amended) A system comprising at least one computer for
unplementing an auction ofa plurality ofitems, the auction allowing submission of bids on the
U.ns at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of the identical items, similar iten...

substitutes at different prices, tlie system comprising:

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing current
information regarding bidding to a plurality of bidders;

b) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders a
b,d mdicatmg at least a quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determining means for determining, for each of a plurality of bidders a
quantity of the items, if any, to be assigned at the cutxent time. ai.d in the event of such a

'

determined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to tl,e determined bidder^^^dassi^

d) generating means for generating updated information regarding the
bidding process; and

e) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for
bidders to submit bids ifany items remain unassigned;
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wherein the deteimining means comprises;

t) selecting means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered-

g) summxng means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing the
quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered;

h) calculating means, coupled to the summing means, for calculating a
quantuy of items to be assig..ed to the bidder being considered, equaling th^
n.ms mmus the summed qt^tities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being
co..,dered. if the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being
considered is less than the quantity of available items, and zero otherwise; and

i) assigning means, coupled to the calculating means, for assigning the
quantify ofitems calculated by the calculating means, witlnn the bid of the bidder being
considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder being
considered.

Claim 141. (Currently amended) A system comprismga Im« one compete for
unplementiog ar, aacfon ofa plurality of itcnvs. the auction allowing submission of bids on the
Item, .raphrality oftimes ^ddlo^ngassi^entoffeMMM items, sirnilari,.^, .......

mHim at different prices, the system comprising:

a) transmitting means for haismitdng a signal representing current
mfcrnration regarding bidding to a plurality ofbidders, wherein said current infonnatton includes
an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving means for receiviiig bids submitted by a plurality ofbidders a
bid indicating at least a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determining means for determining, for each of a plurality of bidders a
quantity of the items, if any, to be assigned at the cuirent time, and in the event of such a

'

detennined quantily, assigning the determined quantitj' to the determined bidder^^aid^ssigning

g^^^i^MloMgation^^ quantity with resuect to th. dP.t.^.;n.^j^.
d) generating means for generating updated infonnation regarding the

bidding process; and
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^'^^''''^ i^iti^ting at least one additional opportunity for
bidders to submit bids if any items remain unassigned;

wherein the determining means comprises:

f) selecting means for selecting for consideration a bidder not vet considered-

g) summmg means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing the
quant^txes to be t ansacted at the cutrent price by all bidders other than the bidder bei^^
considered;

h)
'^'"l»«nsm«™.ooupwtothcimmmingmeaw,forcalculatmga

„ ^ ^ ^^^^
hdder bemg co^dered, if ,uanfiaes ,o be «n.ac«d a. fte currentprice by all

hdders o*» ftan fte bidder being coorfdered i= iess .he ^^ty ofavaUaWc i,e,„. and
zero otherwise; and

i) assigning means, coupled to tbc calculating means, fcr assigning the
quanuty of items calculated by the calcrtating tneans, wifltin the bid of the bidder being
constdeted and no, previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder being
considered at the current price.

Claims 142-151 (Canceled)

Claim 152. (Previously presented) The system of claim 153 wherein the determining
means assigns objects or a quantity of objects at an associated price.

Claim 153. (Currently amended) A system comprising at least one computer for
implementing an auction of a plurality of objects, the auction allowing submission of bids on the
objects at a plurality oftimes aiad allowing assignment of the identical objects..simikj^^
close substitute's at different prices, the system comprising;

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing cuiTent
information regarding bidding to a plurality of bidders;
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.

^'^'^^^ "^'^^ for receiving bids submitted by a ph^dity of bidderseach bid indicat at lea^rt an r%]^;*^t ^ .
^ ^ ^-j^

uiuuc;rs,
mg at Jeast aj, otject or a quantity ofobj=«s, and an assockt«l price-

ohi,.,
"^™^"<l=«-«i™8.f°r each ofa plurality ofUdd.n

Z r H
" "'^J^*^' objects or

quanttty ofobjec. ,„^ determined bidder^ a..i»nin. ,..,.,H„„
,

d) E™=r«insme«« for generating updated information tegardiiigftebiddmg process: and
^

hiH. ,
'"''^'"»='">8«te»«t one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bid. if a, least one object ren,aina unaaaigned;

wherein the determining means comprises:

0 selectinB means for selecting for considention a bidder not yet considezed-

g) «"gmeans,coupledtotheseIectingmeam.fors,unmingthe
quanttnes to be transacted by all bidders otherta the bidder being considered-

qu^u^ of objects ,0 be assigned .0 fte bidder beh« considered. e,«,ing the quantity of
av^ulaWe objects minus the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other tiran tite
btdder bemg considered, if the summed quantities ,0 be transaaed by all bidders other^ ti,e
bidder bemg consid^d is less than tire quantity of available objects, and equaling «ro
Otherwise; and

0 ^=^eni"8 "leans, coupled to the calculating means, for assigning the
quantity of object, calculated by the criculating means, witi,i„ tire bid of die bidder being
considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being consider^!, to tire bidder being
considered. ^

Claim 154. (Previot^ly presented) The system ofclaim 153 wherein tire cuirem
mfon^ation regarding the bidding process includesaminim^n price tiiatmay be subminedina
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Cl.un 1 55. (Previously presented) The system of claim 153 wherein the current
.^rraation regarding the bidding process includes a maxi.^^
Did,

Claim 1 56. (Previously presented) The system ofclaim 1 53 f.,rther including limiting
means for limiting the number of objects on which a bidder is flowed to bid to be no greater
than the number of objects on which the bidder bid in an immediately preceding round.

Claim 157. (Previously presented) The system of claim 1 53 wherein a bid comprises a
hst of specific objects atid a price associated with each object in the list.

Claiit, 158. (Previously presented) The system ofclaim 153 wherein a bid comprises an
indication of a quantity of objects and aprice associated with the quantity of objects.

Claim 159. (Previously presented) The system of claim 153 wherein a bid indicates the
quantity ofobjects that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 160. (Currently amended) A fnmpufnt implcmcnteJ method for conducting ^
auction of a plurality of items, the auction aUowing submission of bids on the items at a plurahty
of times, the method comprising:

a) transmitting a signal representing information regarding bidding, said
uiformation including at least an indicator ofa current price;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality ofbidders, each said bid indicating
at least a quantity of the items that a bidder .^shes to transact at a current time and at lea^ one
bid mcludmg a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to
transact at the current time;

c) constraining bids so that the quantity contained in a bid at the ciu-rent time
is no greater tlian the quantity contained in an earlier bid;

d) siumning quantities contained in aJl bids at the current time to determine a
summed quantity of items at the current time;
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e) deteniuning whether the auction should end or continue, based on a
comparison of the summed quantity of it#.m« «f th^ 4..-

^ ^ °^ <^tt™nt tune and an available quantity
of items,

0 generating updated infonnation regarding the bidding process; and
g) initiating at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids at a

' price following a determination that the auction should

.

« ^^.r........^,.^^ ^ ,

'^.continue.

Claim 161. (Previouslypresented) The method ofclaim 160 which furtt^er incKdes
asjmg quantities contained in bids, at prices related to the cunent price, to the respective
bidders following a determination that the auction should end.

Claim 162. (Previously presented) The method of claim 160 wliich further ii.cludes

J.gmng q.^tities contained in bids, at tl.e current price, to the respective bidders following a
determinatjon that the auction should end.

Claim 163. (Currently amended) A ee«p«te™ple«^
aucuon of a plur^ity of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the items at a plu^ity
01 times, the method comprising;

a) transmitting a signal representing infonnation regarding bidding, said
iniormation mcluding at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, each bid indicating at
least a qtmntity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact at the current price;

c) constraining bids so that the quantity that a bidder wishes to transact at the
current price can be no greater than the quantity that the bidder ^vished to transact at an
immediately preceding price;

d) determining whether the auction should end or continue, based on a
comparison of a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact at the current price and an
available quantity of items;

e) generating updated information regarding the bidding process; and
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at a»™„^. """"""'''"•""^''PPO'^'y for bidden to «,b»i. bidsnew pnc. following . de.cm,i„ati<,„m a>.«on should contae;
wherein the dttermining comprises ftwtepfraf:

.0 de-enmnc a total quanftv ofitems flta, bidders wish ,0 transact a, the cment price-

„rio.- .

""^'"5' ofitemsarat bidders wi^ to transact at the ctnent

i) ft^fW quantity ofitems that bidders wish to transact at the current

sZrid'"'"*"*"™'™''''"'"*''^''""'''^'"™^

Claim '6* (P«viouslypresented)Tlen,eth„d„folaiml60whe,eintheupda,ed

..tfo™a,,onregardi.g,hebiddingpr„cess includes disaggregated ,u^^^^
Old at tlie cmrent price.

<^'^'"'«5.CPreviouslypcse„led)ThemcthodofcIahnl60whe„in«reupdated
mtaa^on regarding fte bidding process includes a sum of qualities contained in satd bids a.
the current price/

Claim 166. (Previously presented) The method ofclaim 160 wherein a bid indicates
quantities ofitems that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 167. (Previously presented) A system comprising at least one computer for
xmpiementing an auction of a plurality ofitem, the auction allowing submission of bids on the
Items at a plurality of times, the system comprising:

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing information
regarding bidding, said information including at least^an indicator of a cui-rent price;

b) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders
each said bid indicating at least a quantity of the items tliat a bidder wishes to transact at the

'
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terns that a bidder Mshes to transact at the cmcat time;

a b,d a. a current tune can b. no greater than the quantity contained in an earlier bid;
d) s™"in8 means forsumnung the quantities that all bidders wish to

rre!::r"""'""°'^™"''^'^°"'™^*°'-^---»-
e) determini.^ means for detennining whether the auction .houid end orcontmue. based onaoomparisonofthe^unnnedqt^tityofitems

that
the cun ent time and an available quantity of items;

^ generating means for generating updated information regarding the
bidding process; and

g) -iti^ting means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for
b^ddet. to submit bids

atanewpricafollowingadetennination^iattheauotionshouldcontm^^^

Claim 168. (Previouslypresented) The system of claim 167 which forther includes
-s.gnmg means for assigi.mg qnantities that bidders wish to transact, at prices related to the
current price, to the respective bidders following a determination that the auction should end.

Claim 169. (Previously presented) TTie system of claim 167 which foirther includes
assigmng means for assiginngquai^tities that bidders Wish to transact, at the current price to
respecttve bidders following a determination that tlie auction should end.

Claim 170. (Previously presented) A system comprising at least one computer for
implementing en auction of aplnrality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the
Items at a plurality oftimes, tlie system comprismg;

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing information
regarding bidding, said infonnation including at least an indicator ofa current price;
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each bid indicating at least a quantity of tlie items that a hi^H.. • u

price;
^"®™^*^^^^^^<ier wishes to transact at the current

c) constraining means for constraining bids so that the quantity that the

wished to transact at an immediately preceding price;

continue based'^

^^^^
continue, based on a companson of a sum ofquantities that bidders wish to transact at tl.ec™
price and an available quantity of items;

e) generating means for generating updated information regarding the
bidding process; and

S'^^^ih, me

bidd .
"''""'°'™'^*«=''=«™=^M''>>alopp„r«mity for

wherem the determining means comprises:

g) smmning means for summing the quantities that all bidders wish to

h) --P^-g'neans, coupled to the summing means, for comparing the total
.^tyofitemsthatbidders Wish to transact atth^

i) ^^'^ond determining means, coupled to the comparing means, for
de^rmmingtliat the auctionshouldend if the total quantity ofitems that bidders wish to^^^^^^
at fte current price is no greater than the available quantity ofitems; and

j) third detennining means, coupled to the comparing means, for
detemiining that the auction should continue ifthe total quantity of items that bidders w.sh to
transact at the cturent prtce exceeds the available quantity of items.

Claim 171. (Previously presented) llie systein of claim 167 wherein the updated
infoi^tion regarding the bidding process includes the disaggregated quantities that each bidder
wishes to transact at the current price.
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Clata 172. (Previoustyp^^enW) IV syste-n ofCata 167 wherein ft= „pCa,ed

' "'"'"^ "'""^^ ^ ^ »ish ,„transact at the current price.

Clata 1 73. (Previously presented) The system ofcidm 1 67 wherein a bid indicatesqua„„„es Of..ems tha, a bidder ™he. .„ ^ac, a, two or n,ore prices.

Claims 174-185 (Canceled)
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